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Cool Point coils feature continuous plate
type fins and staggered tube
arrangements. This design provides the
best engineering balance between heat
transfer, air flow resistance, strength and
maintenance. Each tube is supported
across its entire length by the fins; thereby
providing a rigid coil of unmatched strength
and durability.

For the usual application of heat transfer,
coils are made of copper headers and
tubes, with aluminum fins and galvanized
steel frames.

Coil frames are designed to support the
finned core, and prevent strains caused by
expansion and contraction of finned core.
Heavy gauge galvanized steel tube sheets
are provided with drawn collars to prevent
wearing and chafing of tubes.
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DX Type Coils

Coils are available in sizes from 1 to 16 rows of tubes in
direction of air flow, 4 to 44 tubes per tow. These
variations provide economical selections when
considering all the application requirements: cost,
space limitations, pressure drop, heat transfer and
maintenance. Consult the factory for custom sizes and
construction.

Various protective coatings are also available including
phenolic, hot dip galvanizing and tinning. Many other
materials and coatings can be furnished.

Frames can be made of other materials and with
special features, such as airtight enclosures for
headers and return bends, integral drain pans and to
other than standard dimensions. Duct mounting holes
are available as an option.

Coil Manufacturing

All types and sizes of coils are made with
Imported material on fully automatic CNC
machines. These coils are being used for
manufacturing of water coolers, Air
conditioners and for the replacement in
standard and custom made AC units from 3/8”
and 5/8” Copper tubes.

Facilities available on turn key basis as well



Water Cooling / Heating coils

All kind and sizes of water cooling/ heating coils
are available. Headering provides coils with
multiple continuous serpentine circuits. Full tube
size return bends are used to minimize fluid
friction. Headers are correctly sized for each
application to provide uniform distribution to all
coil circuits. Connections have vent or drain
plugs. Standard coils have copper headers,
return binds and tubes; and are designed for
operating temperatures to 375 degF and
pressure to 200. Special construction for higher
pressures and temperatures can be furnished
on request.

LOAD METHOD

Maximum Nominal Pipe
G.P.M Diameter

9 3/4”
15 1”
38 1.5”
73 2”
120 2.5”
210 3”
300 3.5”

Note: Based on ASHRAE
Friction Loss in Commercial
Pipe. (10 ft/100 ft)

Automatic
Brazing
Plant



Copper tubes being used: 3/8” with 27, 29, 30
gauge size and 5/8” with 24-22 gauge size.

Copper tube of 0.5 in is also an option.
Fin thickness option available: 0.15 mm for 3/8” and
0.2 mm for 5/8”.

Fin types available: Plane, Corrugated and Louver.

Steam Heating Coils

All steam heating coils shall be of the staggered
tube, continuous plate fin type assuring
maximum heat transfer and a structurally sturdy
fin tube bundle that prevent failure due to tube
sagging and tube vibrations in the airstream as
well as facilitating easier coil cleaning. Seamless
tubes shall be expanded into the fins to form a
permanent primary to secondary surface bond
as well as to verify the overall strength integrity
of the tubing.

Supply headers shall incorporate an inner steam
baffle to evenly distribute steam to all coil tubes.
Condensate headers shall be sized to handle full
design condensate load.

Coil casings shall be fabricated from galvanized
steel with intermediate tube supports for
additional support of the fin tube assembly.

All copper and copper alloy joints shall be hand
brazed with brazing material containing a
minimum of 5% silver. Brazed joints involving
any steel shall be hand brazed with brazing
material containing am minimum of 30% silver.
Oven brazing or any brazing method employing
the brazing material in pre-proportioned rings in
not acceptable.
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Adda Plot, Sharaiz Avenue, Jatti Umra Road, Off Raiwing Road, Lahore.
Ph: 0092-42-5322612-16 Fax: 0092-42-5322618

Email: coolpt@coolpoint.net.pk, Web: www.coolpoint.net.pk

We are specialized in manufacturing
of following products:

Manufacturing of Customized Units for

Factories, Hospitals, Hotels, Banks, Offices,
Multistoried Buildings, Commercial Complex,
Bungalows and Flats.

Wall Mounted Type Split Unit.

Ceiling Concealed Type Split Unit.

Cassette Type Split Unit.

Floor Standing Type Split Unit.

Universal Type Split Unit.

Ducted Type Split Unit.

AVAILABLE FACILITIES ON TURN
KEY BASIS

Designing, Manufacturing and
Installation of all types of Air
Conditioning Units. Package Type
Units, Ducted Type Split Unit, Chillers,
Fan Coils and Air Handling Units.

COILS MANUFACTURING

All types and sizes of coils are made with imported

materials on fully automatic CNC machines. These

coils are being used for manufacturing of water

Coolers, Air Conditioners and for the replacements in

standard and custom made AC units from 3/8” and

5/8” Copper Tube.


